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I. IntrodutionWeakly bound van der Waals (vdW) BC � Rgn omplexes (BC = diatomimoleule, Rg = rare gas atom) are prototype systems to explore unimoleular dis-soiation and energy transfer proesses. Upon optial exitation of the diatomisubunit, part of the energy initially deposited is transferred to the intermoleularmodes, leading to fragmentation of the omplex. Among suh energy transfer pro-esses are eletroni, vibrational, and rotational predissoiation, internal vibrationalredistribution, and evaporative ooling.The dissoiation dynamis of a large variety of vdW omplexes has been thesubjet of experimental investigation.1�12 The smallest, triatomiBC�Rg omplexeswere those most extensively studied, due to their relative simpliity. Among them,the vibrational predissoiation (VP) dynamis of the I2�Ne omplex in the exitedB eletroni state has been explored by several experimental groups. Levy and o-workers studied the VP of I2(B; v)� Ne for low (v = 9� 14)1 and high (v = 32�34)4 initial vibrational exitations of I2, and they reported the �rst estimate of theI2(B)�Ne dissoiation energy,4 65 < D0 < 67m�1. Zewail and o-workers arriedout real-time experiments9 on the VP proess I2(B; v)� Ne ! I2(B; v � 1) + Ne,and extrated omplex deay lifetimes in the range v = 13 � 23. More reently,Heaven and o-workers have probed the predissoiation dynamis of I2(B; v)� Nein the range v = 29� 41, and they found a new estimate of the I2(B; v = 34)�Nedissoiation energy,12 D0 = 57:6�1:0 m�1, lower than that of Levy and o-workers.4All the above experimental data provide spetrosopi and dynamial informationon the I2(B)�Ne omplex over a wide range of diatomi vibrational exitations.On the theoretial side, studies on the VP dynamis of I2�Ne inlude ollineargeometry alulations applying the distorted-wave Born approximation,13 quasilas-sial trajetory alulations,14�16 and approximate full-dimensional quantum simu-lations based on the time-dependent self-onsistent-�eld (TDSCF) approah.17 Oneof the diÆulties in the theoretial treatment of the I2�Ne predissoiation dynamisarises from the absene of aurate ab initio potential-energy surfaes. In general,1



ab initio alulations on vdW omplexes ontaining I2 are not straightforward, dueto the large number of eletrons involved and to relativisti e�ets. The exitedharater of the B eletroni state poses an additional diÆulty.18 At present no abinitio potentials are available either for the ground X or the exited B eletronistate of I2 � Ne. A semiempirial potential based on the diatomi-in-moleulesapproximation16 has been proposed for I2(B)�Ne. Empirial potentials have beenommonly used in dynamial alulations.15�17 Suh potentials are typially repre-sented as a sum of pairwise interations, the parameters of whih are �tted in orderto reprodue the available spetrosopi and dynamial data.15The empirial potential15 used in some of the latest simulations of the I2(B)�NeVP15;17 was �tted with an approximate quantum model, in order to reprodue theI2 �Ne dissoiation energy estimated by Levy and o-workers,4 and the deay life-times reported by Zewail and o-workers.9 The reent experiments of Heaven ando-workers12 provide additional information, and suggest that the above empirialpotential should be re�ned. The main goal of this paper is to haraterize an empir-ial potential surfae for I2(B)�Ne onsistent with the experimental data availableat present. To this purpose the resonane states of I2(B; v) � Ne have been al-ulated variationally in the range v = 13� 37 to �t the potential aording to thespetrosopi data. Then the VP dynamis of these resonane states is simulatedwith an exat full-dimensional wave paket method to �t the potential in order toreprodue the dynamial data. One the empirial potential is haraterized, thedissoiation dynamis are analyzed over the whole range of vibrational exitationsstudied. To the best of the author's knowledge these are the �rst exat alulationson the I2(B; v)�Ne VP dynamis.The organization of the paper is the following. In setion II the methodology usedto haraterize the potential, and the resonane state and dynamial alulationsare desribed in detail. Results are presented and disussed in setion III. Finally,onlusions are given in setion IV.II. Theory 2



A. Potential-energy surfae. The potential-energy surfae of the B eletronistate of I2 �Ne is represented as a sum of atom-atom interationsV = VIa�Ib + VIa�Ne + VIb�Ne: (1)The analityal form reported in ref 19 has been used for the VI�I interationpotential.20 This potential was inverted from ultrafast laser experiments. Regardingeah I �Ne interation, a Morse funtional form is assumed,VI�Ne(d) = D he�2�(d�de) � 2e��(d�de)i : (2)Thus the �t of the I2(B) � Ne potential surfae involves only �tting the Morseparameters D, �, and de of the I � Ne interation potential. Atually, the sameI � Ne equilibrium distane as that of the empirial potential of ref 15, de = 4:36�A, has been used in this work. Therefore the �tting proedure redues to the D and� parameters of eq 2.The representation of the I2(B) � Ne potential surfae of eqs 1 and 2 has twoadvantages for theoretial simulations. One is that it is easy to implement andomputationally eÆient. The other advantage is that it is straightforward to extendthis representation for larger lusters I2�Nen (n > 1), just by adding the Ne�Neinteration potential.21The following experimental information has been used as a riterion to �t theparameters of eq 2. The potential is required to predit a I2(B; v = 34) � Nedissoiation energy D0 = 57:6 m�1, and that the �v = �1 predissoiation hannelis energetially losed for v > 36, as found by Heaven and o-workers.12 The potentialis also required to reprodue the deay lifetimes reported by Zewail and o-workers9for v = 13 � 23 within the experimental error bars or lose to their limits. Deaylifetimes were not reported in ref 12 for high vibrational exitations. However,other dynamial information reported by Heaven and o-workers12 has been used toassess the validity of the �tted potential. This inludes the gradual suppression ofthe �v = �1 deay hannel in the range 33 � v � 36 (also observed by Levy and3



o-workers4), and the highest rotational levels of the I2 fragment populated throughthe �v = �1 and �v = �2 predissoiation hannels.B. Calulation of the I2(B; v)�Ne resonane states. As pointed out above,one of the requirements of the potential is to reprodue the experimental dissoiationenergy D0 = 57:6 m�1 for I2(B; v = 34)�Ne. The dissoiation energy of I2(B; v)�Ne oinides with the energy of the ground resonane state of the omplex in thevibrational level v. Therefore the parameters of the I � Ne potential are varieduntil the ground resonane energy of I2(B; v = 34)�Ne mathes the required valuefor the dissoiation energy. In order to simulate the VP dynamis, in addition tothe resonane energy the ground resonane wave funtion must be alulated tobe used as the initial state of the system. In the following the method employedto alulate the resonane states of I2(B; v) � Ne for the vibrational exitationsv = 13� 23; 26; 29; 32� 37 studied, is desribed.The I2 � Ne system is represented in Jaobian oordinates (r; R; �), where r isthe I� I distane, R is the separation between the Ne atom and the enter-of-massof I2, and � is the angle between the vetors assoiated with the r and R oordinates.Zero total angular momentum is assumed in the alulations. In order to alulatethe resonane states of I2(B; v)�Ne, the I2 strething vibration is separated withinthe vibrational diabati approximation.22 In this approximation the resonane wavefuntion is expressed as the produt�(r; R; �) = �v(r)'(v)(R; �); (3)where �v(r) is a vibrational eigenstate of the I2(B) diatomi moleule, and the vdWwave funtion '(v)(R; �) is obtained variationally by diagonalizing the vibrationallyaveraged Hamiltonian Ĥvv =< �v(r)jĤj�v(r) >, one it is represented on a suitablebasis set (Ĥ is the full Hamiltonian of I2(B) � Ne). The above approximation isjusti�ed beause of the frequeny di�erene between the I2 vibration and the vdWmodes. As it has been disussed,23 the vibrational mixing of the �v states is quitesmall for this type of systems. Thus, the present resonane states, whih are atually4



zero-order ones, resemble very losely the true resonane states of the omplex.C. Vibrational predissoiation dynamis. The deay dynamis of the groundresonane state, I2(B; v)�Ne! I2(B; vf < v)+Ne is simulated by solving the time-dependent Shr�odinger equation for the wave paket �(r; R; �; t). To this purposethe r and � dependene of �(r; R; �; t) is expanded on a basis set onsisting of the��(r) vibrational states and the Pj(�) Legendre polynomials, respetively.23 TheoeÆients of the expansion, C�;j(R; t), are represented on a grid, and they arethe pakets whih are atually propagated. The wave paket is absorbed before itreahes the edges of the grid in the R oordinate. Absorption is arried out aftereah propagation time step by multiplying eah paket C�;j(R; t) by the funtionexp[��(R � Rabs)2℄, for R > Rabs, with � = 0:04 a.u.�2 and Rabs = 25:0 a.u.Resonane lifetimes an be extrated from the time evolution of the square ofthe wave paket autoorrelation funtion P (t) = j < �(0)j�(t) > j2. By �ttingthe deay urve P (t) to an exponential law P (t) ' e� t� [or equivalently, by �ttinglnP (t) to the straight line�t=� ℄, the resonane lifetime � is obtained.17;23 It has beenshown24 that by propagating the wave paket until a �nal time tf , one an obtainthe autoorrelation funtion until a time 2tf . However, to take advantage of thisfeature of the autoorrelation funtion poses some diÆulties due to the absorptionof the wave paket.25 In order to alulate the autoorrelation funtion until a time2tf the proedure desribed in ref 25 has been adopted here.In addition to resonane lifetimes, vibrational and rotational distributions of theI2 produt fragment have also been omputed. The probability Pvf (t) of I2(B; vf)fragments in vf = v � 1; v � 2,..., is alulated by aumulating probability in theregion of the produts I2(B; vf ) +Ne, R > R (inluding the absorption region), inwhih the vdW bond an be onsidered broken.25;27;28In a typial �nite time propagation, at �nal time tf there is wave paket intensityin the interation region orresponding to omplexes whih still did not dissoiateto I2 + Ne. As a onsequene, the absolute probabilities Pvf (tf ) alulated as in-diated above are not indiative of the �nal values Pvf (t ! 1), unless that very5



long and ostly propagations are arried out. As disussed previously,25;28 reliableestimates of the �nal vibrational populations an be obtained without the need oflong propagations, by monitoring the time evolution of the relative or normalizedprobabilities P normvf (t) = Pvf (t)Pv Pv(t) : (4)In BC�Rg omplexes the form of the produt distributions is essentially determinedby the short-time dynamis.25;28 Thus, if enough time is allowed (typially a fewps) for all the dissoiation mehanisms ontributing with probability to a given�nal vibrational hannel vf to be operating, the probabilities P normvf (t) onvergeto onstant values. Suh values provide good estimates for the �nal vibrationalpopulations of the I2(B; vf) fragment.Rotational distributions of the I2(B; vf ; jf) fragment are alulated as the asymp-toti t!1 limit ofPvf ;jf (E; t) = ������Z RbRa  �I2�Ne2�kvf ;jf�h2!1=2 e�ikvf ;jfRCvf ;jf (R; t)dR������2 ; (5)where kvf ;jf = [2�I2�Ne(E�Evf ;jf )℄1=2, and Evf ;jf = Evf+jf(jf+1) < �vf (r)jr�2j�vf (r) >=2�I2. The energy E is taken to be the mean energy of the system, whih is verylose to the resonane energy.D. Computational details. The C�;j(R; t) pakets were represented on a uniformgrid in the R oordinate, with the grid parameters R0 = 5:0 a.u., �R = 0:25 a.u.,and the number of grid points NR = 128. In the basis set expansion of �(r; R; �; t)four vibrational funtions ��(r), orresponding to � = v; v � 1; v � 2; v � 3, and45 (even) rotational states (jmax = 88) were used for the dynamial alulations inthe range v = 13 � 23 of I2 vibrational exitations. For v = 26; 29; 32 � 37 �vevibrational states � = v; v � 1; v � 2; v � 3; v � 4, and 56 (even) rotational states(jmax = 110) were used to expand the wave paket. The time propagation of theC�;j(R; t) pakets was arried out by means of the Chebyhev polynomial expansionmethod,26 with a time step �t = 0:01 ps. The Hamiltonian operations on C�;j(R; t)involving kineti-energy terms were performed using fast Fourier transform (FFT)6



tehniques. The time propagation was arried out until a �nal time tf = 15 psfor v = 22; 23; 26; 29; 32� 37. The propagation time was gradually inreased as vdereases up to tf = 35 ps for v = 13. For the analysis of I2 produt vibrationaldistributions it is onsidered that for distanes R > R = 20 a.u. the vdW bondis e�etively broken. The I2 rotational distributions are alulated in the regionlimited by Ra = 20 a.u. and Rb = 25 a.u.III. Results and DisussionThe parameters of the I � Ne interation potential �tted aording to the ex-perimental data are listed in Table I. The parameters of the previous empirialI �Ne potential15 are also olleted in the Table for the sake of omparison. In thefollowing the preditions of the present I2(B) � Ne potential regarding resonaneenergies, deay lifetimes, and I2 produt distributions are presented and omparedto the available data.A. Resonane energies. Ground resonane energies of the I2(B; v)�Ne omplexwere alulated for the vibrational exitations v = 13 � 23; 26; 29; 32 � 37, andthey are listed in Table II along with the I2 vibrational energy levels Ev. Thepresent potential yields a dissoiation energy of 57:6 m�1 for I2(B; v = 34)� Ne,as found experimentally,12 and similar dissoiation energies for the omplex in therange 32 � v � 37. The potential also predits that the �v = �1 predissoiationhannel is energetially losed for v = 37 (by 0:5 m�1), in agreement with theexperimental result of Heaven and o-workers.12 Thus the proposed potential takesinto aount the main energeti features observed experimentally.12With the previous empirial potential15 the dissoiation energy alulated forI2(B; v = 34)�Ne is 62:72 m�1. This potential predits ground resonane energiesfor the di�erent I2 vibrational levels whih are about 5 m�1 lower than those ofTable II, sine the well depth of the I �Ne interation is 2:7 m�1 larger (see TableI). As a result, the �v = �1 hannel is nearly losed energetially for v = 34,7



in agreement with the experimental �nding of Levy and o-workers.4 The hangesin the present potential parameters are not large as ompared with the previousparameters, onsistently with the fat that the I2(B; v) � Ne dissoiation energiesestimated by Heaven and o-workers and Levy and o-workers di�er by a few m�1.However, suh hanges in the potential surfae will have an inreasingly importante�et when modeling larger I2(B)�Nen lusters as n inreases.B. Resonane deay lifetimes. The vibrational predissoiation dynamis is sim-ulated for all the ground resonane states listed in Table II, and deay lifetimesare obtained as desribed in setion II.C. They are olleted in Table III (seondolumn) along with the lifetimes reported by Zewail and o-workers from real-timeexperiments9 for v = 13�23 (third olumn). For a better omparison the alulatedand experimental lifetimes are also plotted in Figure 1.For most of the I2 vibrational exitations the � lifetimes predited by the presentpotential are within the experimental error bars, or lose to their limits. In generalthe values of � deviate from the experimental ones by less than 6:3% (and typiallyaround 1� 3%). Only for v = 13, v = 14, and v = 23 the deviations of � are larger,19:2%, 10:5%, and 13:2%, respetively. Reduing the deviations of � for v = 13 andv = 14 (by hanging the potential parameters) implies to inrease the deviations of� for higher v, partiularly for v = 23. When �tting the potential parameters theriterion followed here has been to reprodue better the experimental lifetimes withsmaller error bars, i.e., those for v = 19� 23.For BC�Rg omplexes a nonlinear derease of the VP lifetime (or equivalently, anonlinear inrease of the predissoiation rate k = ��1) with inreasing v is typiallyfound. Suh a nonlinear behavior of �(v) has been rationalized in terms of theenergy gap law22 and the anharmoniity of the BC potential. Following this law,as the energy di�erene between the initial and the �nal levels v and vf of BCmathes the dissoiation energy of the BC � Rg omplex (i.e., the kineti energyavailable for the Rg fragment � ! 0), the predissoiation lifetime dereases. TheVP lifetime depends mainly on the ouplings between the initial resonane of the8



omplex and the ontinuum states to whih it deays. Suh ouplings inrease (andtherefore � dereases) as the ontinuum states beome less osillating, i.e., when� dereases. Due to the anharmoniity of the BC potential, as v inreases theenergy available for the predissoiation fragments (and therefore �) dereases, whihexplains the derease of � with inreasing v. The spei� shape of the �(v) urve(e.g., exponential, 1=v2, et) is determined by the spei� ouplings assoiated withthe BC � Rg potential surfae.The lifetimes alulated for I2(B)� Ne exhibit a nonlinear behavior with v, inagreement with the experimental �ndings.9 The authors of ref 9 �tted the behaviorof the predissoiation rate k with v to several analytial forms. One of the best �tswas to an exponential law, ��1 / ev, with  = 0:1493. In Figure 1 a similar �t ofthe experimental lifetimes to the urve� = Ae�v; (6)with A = 1615:88 ps and  = 0:1493 is reprodued (dashed line). The alulatedlifetimes also �t remarkably well to the exponential law of eq 6 with A = 2290:0 psand  = 0:169 (solid line of Figure 1), over the whole range of v investigated. Thetwo exponential urves of Figure 1 are very lose for v � 18, and gradually deviate forv < 18 due to the larger deviations of the alulated lifetimes from the experimentalones for v = 13; 14. Despite these deviations the agreement between the urves isin general quite good, as a result of the good agreement between the experimentaland alulated lifetimes. Thus the present I2(B)� Ne potential surfae predits anonlinear, spei�ally exponential behavior of the resonane deay lifetime with thevibrational exitation, over the range v = 13� 37 studied. Suh a behavior agreeswith that found experimentally9 for v = 13� 23 exitations.It should be noted that the experimental lifetime for v = 13 is notieably lowerthan the value predited by the exponential �t of Zewail and o-workers9, whihoinides with the upper limit of the error bar. It might happen that the simpleexponential form whih seems to be valid to desribe the behavior of the lifetime forv > 13, begins to be no longer valid for v � 13. Experimental data of the omplex9



deay lifetime for v < 13 would be required to disern this question.C. I2 produt fragment distributions. Vibrational populations of the I2(B; vf)fragment produed after VP are listed in Table IV for all the v exitations studied.As seen from the Table, the present potential predits that I2(B; v)�Ne VP oursdominantly through the �v = �1 hannel in the range 13 � v � 34, and partiularlyfor the vibrational exitations v = 13� 23, for whih the v� 1 population is > 90%.For v � 35 the dominant predissoiation hannel is �v = �2.Rapid suppression of the �v = �1 deay hannel is predited by the proposedI2(B; v)� Ne potential for v > 32, in agreement with the experimental �ndings.12It is stressed that in the present dynamial alulations dissoiation of the I2(B)�Ne omplex ours only via vibrational predissoiation. The impliation is thatsuppression of the �v = �1 predissoiation hannel is only due to the vibrationalpredissoiation dynamis ourring in the B eletroni state, without the need toinvoke the inuene of eletroni predissoiation. The above interpretation of thepartial suppression of the �v = �1 hannel for high I2 vibrational exitations wassuggested by Heaven and o-workers,12 and the theoretial results of Table IV ometo on�rm it.Atually the weight of the �v = �1 hannel dereases gradually over the wholerange 13 � v � 37 investigated, although this derease is faster for v > 32. Aplausible explanation is that as v inreases and the I2 vibrational energy levelsbeome loser, potential ouplings responsible for the �v � �2 deay hannelsbeome inreasingly intense. Thus, gradual suppression of the �v = �1 hannelwould be aused by the ompetition of the �v � �2 predissoiation hannels.This interpretation seems to be supported by the fast inrease for v > 32 not onlyof the v � 2 population, but also of the v � 3 and v � 4 populations. In thissense it is remarkable the relatively high populations of the I2(B; vf = v � 3) andI2(B; vf = v � 4) fragments found in the present alulations for v � 33.It is apparently surprising that despite that the �v = �1 hannel is energeti-ally losed for v = 37 (see Table II), a 8:7% of v � 1 population is found in the10



alulations. The reason is that the initial resonane wave paket has a dispersionin energy. Indeed, from the lifetimes � of Table III one an alulate the FWHMof the resonane level as � = �h=� . This resonane width ranges from � = 0:44m�1 for v = 32 up to � = 0:97 m�1 for v = 37. Therefore the ground reso-nane width for v = 37 is twie the 0:5 m�1 by whih the �v = �1 hannel isenergetially losed, and the 8:7% of I2(B; vf = v� 1) population omes from wavepaket omponents assoiated with energies > �56:83 m�1, for whih the �v = �1hannel is energetially open. When energy-resolved Pvf ;jf (E; tf) distributions arealulated through eq 5, the results are Pvf=36;jf (E; tf) = 0 for all jf , and thereforeP normvf=36(E; tf) = Pjf P normvf=36;jf (E; tf ) = 0 in the range of energies E (� 0:5 m�1)where the �v = �1 hannel is losed. The energy resolution of the spetra fromwhih the I2 vibrational distributions were obtained was of 0:3 m�1 linewidth.12With this spetral resolution Heaven and o-workers12 found no population of theI2(B; vf = 36) fragment, and from this absene they onluded that the �v = �1hannel is losed for v = 37. Thus, the theoretial result of zero I2(B; vf = 36)population for energies E up to 0:5 m�1 higher than the v = 37 resonane en-ergy is onsistent with the experimental absene of I2(B; vf = 36) population whenI2(B; v = 37)�Ne energies higher than the resonane energy up to 0:15 m�1 (halfthe spetral resolution linewidth) are probed.In the experiments of Heaven and o-workers12 it was found that the �v = �1deay hannel is dominant for v < 33. With the present potential surfae the �v =�1 hannel is dominant for v < 35, as seen from the results of Table IV. One possiblereason of this slight disrepany is that the potential surfae overestimates to someextent the weight of the �v = �1 hannel in the VP dynamis. Small di�erenes inthe onditions at whih the dynamis takes plae between the experiments and thealulations (e.g., in the system temperature and the theoretial haraterization ofthe initial resonane state), ould also be partially responsible for this disagreement.Rotational distributions of the I2(B; vf ; jf ) fragment have been alulated forthe predissoiation hannels vf = v � 1 and vf = v � 2, and they are shown in11



Figure 2 for several initial v exitations over the range studied. The distributionsorrespond to the even rotational states jf . Sine I2 is a homonulear moleule, onlyeither the even or the odd rotational states need to be inluded in the alulation,and the even states have been hosen here.It should be noted that the present distributions di�er from those previously al-ulated with the approximate quantum TDSCF method.17 The TDSCF alulationspredited muh older rotational distributions than the exat ones of Figure 2 (for aomparison see the TDSCF distributions assoiated with the �v = �1 hannel forv = 19; 21; 23 in Figure 8 of ref 17). As disussed previously29, the TDSCF modelunderestimates energy transfer to the bending mode when it is expliitly fatorizedin the total wave funtion (as done in the alulations of ref 17), leading to lessrotational exitation of the I2(B) fragment.The present I2 rotational distributions found for the �v = �1 hannel are ratherold, with most of the population onentrated at low jf states. As v inreases in therange v = 13� 37 studied, the highest rotational state populated with appreiableintensity, jmaxf , dereases, onsistently with the fat that the energy available fordissoiation through the �v = �1 hannel, Ev � Ev�1, dereases with inreasing v(see Table II). For v � 23 jmaxf is lower than the highest rotational state energetiallyopen, but as v inreases, partiularly for v � 32, the rotational hannels beomegradually losed. The losing of the rotational hannels is likely to be related tothe suppression of the �v = �1 predissoiation hannel. In the ase of v = 32jmaxf = 18 oinides with the highest rotational hannel energetially open. Thisresult is in good agreement with the experimental detetion of jmaxf = 17 for the�v = �1 hannel of v = 32. In general the rotational distributions exhibit littlestruture. These old and rather unstrutured rotational distributions are onsistentwith fragmentation of the omplex via diret predissoiation through the �v = �1hannel, as found experimentally12 as well.The rotational distributions assoiated with the �v = �2 predissoiation han-nel (Figures 2 and 3) are also relatively old (partiularly for v � 26), and extend12



up to values of jmaxf remarkably lower than the highest one energetially aessi-ble. From Figures 2 and 3 it is found that jmaxf = 44 for v = 32 and v = 33, andjmaxf = 40 for v = 35. These results agree quite well with the experimental �ndingsthat jmaxf = 43 for v = 32 and jmaxf = 42 for v = 33 and v = 35. The rotationaldistributions are essentially unstrutured for v � 22. For higher vibrational exi-tations the �v = �2 distributions gradually develop a struture. Interestingly, forv � 32 the rotational distributions beome inreasingly hotter and they exhibit apronouned struture.The rotational struture predited by the present potential for v � 32 seems toindiate that for high vibrational exitations the initial resonane is more stronglyoupled to some ontinuum states, assoiated with spei� rotational states andenergies � of the I2(B; vf = v � 2; jf) and Ne fragments, respetively. The higherrotational exitation found for v � 32 is also onsistent with this possibiltiy, due tothe energy gap law. As the energy available for the fragments, Ev �Ev�2, dereaseswith inreasing v, rotational exitation seems to be favored sine it implies smaller� energies, and therefore a stronger oupling to the orresponding ontinuum states.IV. Summary and ConlusionsThe vibrational predissoiation dynamis of I2(B; v)�Ne is simulated with anexat wave paket method over the range v = 13� 37. Based on these simulationsan empirial potential surfae for the I2 � Ne omplex in the exited B eletronistate is �tted. The potential is represented as a sum of atom-atom interations.The parameters of the potential surfae are �tted in order to reprodue the mainspetrosopi and dynamial data available. Among the spetrosopi informationused to �t the potential is the reent estimate of the dissoiation energy of theI2(B; v = 34)�Ne omplex, D0 = 57:6�1 m�1, and the �nding that the �v = �1predissoiation hannel loses for v > 36.12 The dynamial information involvespredissoiation lifetimes in the range v = 13 � 23 of I2 vibrational exitations.9Additional dynamial information on I2 fragment vibrational and rotational distri-13



butions reported for high v exitations12 is also used to assess the validity of thepotential surfae proposed.The present potential reprodues a dissoiation energy of 57:6 m�1 for I2(B; v =34)� Ne, and that the �v = �1 predissoiation hannel is energetially losed forv > 36, in agreement with the experimental observations.12 The alulated predisso-iation lifetimes in the range v = 13�23 reprodue the experimental ones within thereported error bars9 or very lose to their limits. Di�erenes between the experimen-tal lifetimes and those predited by the �tted potential are typially < 6:3%. Thepresent lifetimes exhibit an exponential behavior with the I2 vibrational exitationin the whole range of v investigated.The potential surfae predits the partial suppression of the �v = �1 hannelfor v > 32, in aordane with the experimental �nding.12 This result on�rmsthe previous interpretation of Heaven and o-workers based on their observations12,that suh a suppression is due to the vibrational predissoiation dynamis, and notto eletroni predissoiation. It is suggested, in the light of the present results,that the suppression of the �v = �1 hannel ould be due to an inrease of theintensity of the potential ouplings responsible for the �v � �2 deay hannelsas v inreases. The gradual losing of rotational hannels found for v � 32 ouldalso ontribute to the suppression of the �v = �1 predissoiation hannel. Thealulated I2 rotational distributions for the �v = �1;�2 predissoiation hannelsare found to be rather old and essentially unstrutured in general, and partiularlyfor v < 23. In the distributions of the �v = �2 hannel an inreasing struture androtational exitation appears for v > 23, and in partiular for v � 32. This wouldindiate a stronger oupling of the initial resonane state with spei� ontinuumstates, for high v exitations. The highest I2 rotational state populated predited bythe alulations agrees well with the experimental values reported for v � 32. Thepresent rotational distributions are onsistent with fragmentation of the omplexvia diret predissoiation, whih is supported by the experimental evidene.12The empirial potential surfae proposed for I2(B; v)�Ne reprodues the main14
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TABLE CAPTIONSTable I. Morse parameters of the present and previous (ref 15) I � Ne interationpotentials.Table II. Calulated ground resonane energies of I2(B; v) � Ne relative to the initialI2 vibrational energy level Ev. Ev = 0 orresponds to separated atoms.Table III. Calulated and experimental (with error bars) resonane deay lifetimes.Table IV. Calulated I2 fragment vibrational state distributions (in perentage) for thedissoiation hannels v � 1, v � 2, v � 3, and v � 4.
FIGURE CAPTIONSFigure 1. Plot of the alulated � (3) and experimental (with error bars) resonanelifetimes presented in Table III vs the initial I2 vibrational exitation v. Ex-ponential �ts (eq 6) of the alulated (solid line) and experimental (dashedline) lifetimes are also shown.Figure 2. Calulated rotational distributions of the I2(B; vf) fragment produed afterpredissoiation of the omplex through the vf = v � 1 (solid lines) and vf =v � 2 (dashed lines) hannels for several vibrational exitations v. All thedistributions are normalized to unity.Figure 3. Calulated rotational distributions of the I2(B; v � 2) fragment after predis-soiation of I2(B; v) � Ne from v = 33 (solid line) and v = 35 (dashed line).The two distributions are normalized to unity.
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Table ID(m�1) �(�A�1) de(�A)present potential 38.03 1.596 4.36previous potential 40.75 1.56 4.36
Table IIv Eres(m�1) Ev(m�1)13 �58:73 �2827:4714 �58:70 �2724:9715 �58:66 �2624:3216 �58:62 �2525:5417 �58:59 �2428:6418 �58:54 �2333:6419 �58:50 �2240:5620 �58:46 �2149:4221 �58:41 �2060:2222 �58:37 �1972:9923 �58:32 �1887:7326 �58:16 �1643:9429 �57:97 �1418:3132 �57:76 �1211:0233 �57:68 �1146:0134 �57:60 �1083:0535 �57:51 �1022:1436 �57:42 �963:2737 �57:32 �906:44
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Table IIIv �(ps) � exp(ps)a13 257:5 216� 1614 216:5 196� 1215 177:0 182� 2016 150:7 160� 1517 129:1 126� 1218 110:2 107� 919 89:5 87� 420 76:3 78� 421 68:2 69� 622 56:7 58� 323 46:0 53� 326 28:429 16:832 12:133 8:934 8:635 7:136 6:837 5:5aref 9
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Table IVv v � 1 v � 2 v � 3 v � 413 97:1 2:8 0:114 96:7 3:2 0:115 96:3 3:6 0:116 95:8 4:0 0:217 95:3 4:5 0:218 94:6 5:2 0:219 93:9 5:8 0:320 93:3 6:3 0:421 92:5 7:1 0:422 91:2 8:2 0:623 90:3 9:1 0:626 85:2 12:9 1:7 0:229 78:4 18:2 3:0 0:432 69:0 25:0 5:3 0:733 60:8 30:9 7:2 1:134 53:2 36:1 9:3 1:435 41:9 43:0 12:8 2:336 26:0 54:2 16:7 3:137 8:7 64:8 22:0 4:5
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